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OH MY COD! Fish Puns!
Seems a bit fishy to me.

You Betta believe it.

Dear cod, I laughed so hard!

Fishcious rumors.

He really schooled you then.

I think you‛re fintastic.

I‛d make him walk the plankton for that.

Cod that was bad, eely bad!

Not bad, cod do better…

Salmon had to say it.

We should dolphinitely scale back on the fish puns.

You‛ve met your nemo-sis.

Any fin is possible, just don‛t trout yourself!

I won‛t be cod dead participating in this.

Ahh guys, you‛re krilling me now!

I‛m waiting for someone else to mussel in on this now.

We, the jury, find this mullet wrapper gill-ty of too many
fish puns!

Who will be the sole survivor?

Oh for Gods hake, not another fish pun.

This is a big issue a-monk fishermen.

What‛s this fish pun website you‛ve been herring all about?
It‛s a great oppor-tuna-ty!

DJ‛s aren‛t allowed to work at fish markets because they‛re
always dropping the bass.

Never trust unlicensed puns – always check they‛re o-fish-al.

Cod you pass me the salt?

Have you thought of a fish pun yet, or do you need some time
to mullet over?

Most fish will tell you they like their food cold, and their
bait a little worm.

You don‛t have to be a brain sturgeon to come up with a fish pun.

Some people don‛t like fish puns, but they are kraken me up!

Hoping to avoid a turtle disaster.

We‛re swimming along nicely.

Create your own fish pun, don‛t leave it to salmon else.

I‛ll bait these puns can‛t go on for much longer.

Can you do any betta than this?

Cod I borrow you for a few minutes?

Are you trying to gill-t me into thinking of a better pun?

All I sea are bass-icaly cod awful puns!

This is going to get a-trout-cious real quick!

I‛m stuck between a rock and a hard plaice now!

This is neither the time, nor the plaice for this.

Anyone else want to rise to the bait?

My dad was a fisherman, but he quit because his net income
wasn‛t enough.

You better not, or you‛ll feel my wrasse!

Stop carping on; you‛re giving me a haddock.

We all just need to clam down now; I‛m a bit shell shocked.

Sorry, my attempt at a joke was a pile of carp.
I‛m hooked!
You‛re not quite up to scale.

The Conch Republic

I really believe that to the bottom of my sole.

Don‛t listen to them, I think you‛re fin-tastic!
Keep your friends close and your anemones closer.
We whaley need to stop now!
You‛re so sofishticated!
Fencing - Perfect for 2020
• Masks
• Gloves
• If they get closer than 6 feet,
stab them!
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